
Delay-Based Circuit Authentication and ApplicationsBlaise Gassend Dwaine Clarke Marten van Dijk Srinivas DevadasLaboratory for Computer ScienceMassachusetts Institute of TechnologyOctober 24, 2002AbstractWe describe a technique to reliably identify individ-ual integrated circuits (ICs), based on a prior delaycharacterization of the IC.We describe a circuit architecture for a key cardfor which authentication is delay based, rather thanbased on a digital secret key. We argue that key cardsbuilt in this fashion are resistant to many knownkinds of attacks.Since the delay of ICs can vary with environmentalconditions such as temperature, we develop compen-sation schemes and show experimentally that reliableauthentication can be performed in the presence ofsigni�cant environmental variations.The delay information that is extracted from theIC can also be used to generate keys for use in classi-cal cryptographic primitives. Applications that relyon these keys for security would consequently be lessvulnerable to physical attack.IntroductionWe describe a technique to identify and authenti-cate arbitrary integrated circuits (IC's) based on aprior delay characterization of the IC. While IC's canbe reliably mass-manufactured to have identical digi-tal logic functionality, the premise of our approach isthat each IC is unique in its delay characteristics dueto inherent variations in manufacturing across di�er-ent dies, wafers, and processes. While digital logicfunctionality relies on timing constraints being met,

di�erent ICs with the exact same digital functionalitywill have unique behaviors when these constraints arenot met, because their delay characteristics are dif-ferent.Researchers have proposed the addition of speci�ccircuits that produce unique responses due to manu-facturing variations in IC's such that these IC's canbe identi�ed (e.g., [LDT00]). However, with thesetechniques, the focus is simply on assigning a uniqueidenti�er to each chip, without having security inmind. In order to authenticate an IC, a key has to beplaced within the IC, access to the key has to be re-stricted to cryptographic primitives, and the IC hasto be made tamper resistant, so an adversary cannotdetermine the key without destroying it. In essence,digital information has to be hidden in the IC. Thisinformation can then be used to simply identify theIC, or it can be used to enable a wide range of appli-cations that rely on keyed cryptographic primitives.Making an IC tamper-resistant to all forms ofattacks is a challenging problem and is receivingsome attention [And01]. Numerous attacks are de-scribed in the literature. These attacks may be in-vasive, e.g., removal of the package and layers ofthe IC, or non-invasive, e.g., di�erential power anal-ysis [KJJ99], that attempts to determine the keyby stimulating the IC and observing the power andground rails. IBM's PCI Cryptographic Coproces-sor encapsulates a 486-class processing subsystemwithin a tamper-sensing and tamper-responding en-vironment where one can run security-sensitive pro-cesses [SW99]. However, providing high-grade tam-1



per resistance, which makes it impossible for an at-tacker to access or modify the secrets held inside adevice, is expensive and di�cult [AK96, AK98].We propose that authentication be based on hid-den delay or timing information corresponding to acircuit rather than digital information. We will arguethat the level of tamper resistance required to hidedelay information is signi�cantly less than for digitalinformation. Invasive methods to determine deviceand wire delays will invariably change the delay ofthe devices or wires upon removal of the package ormetal layers. Further, non-invasive attacks that aresometimes successful in discovering secret digital keyssuch as di�erential power analysis (DPA) [KJJ99]and electromagnetic analysis (EMA) [QS01] fail toprovide precise enough delay information to breakdelay-based authentication. An important di�erencebetween hiding digital information versus timing in-formation is that in the former case the manufacturercan produce many ICs with the same hidden digitalkey, but it is very hard, if not impossible, for a man-ufacturer to produce two ICs that are identical interms of their delay characteristics.To elaborate, our thesis is that there is enoughmanufacturing process variations across ICs withidentical masks to uniquely characterize each IC, andthis characterization can be performed with a largesignal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The characterization ofan IC involves the generation of a set of challenge-response pairs. To authenticate ICs we require theset of challenge-response pairs to be characteristic ofeach IC. For reliable authentication, we require thatenvironmental variations and measurement errors donot produce so much noise that they hide inter-ICvariations. We will show in this paper, using experi-ments and analysis, that we can perform reliable au-thentication.The rest of this paper will be structured as follows:An overview of our approach to identify and authen-ticate ICs based on delays is given in Section 2. Insection 3 we describe some applications, in particu-lar a secure key card application. We describe thenotion of a physical random function, which is whatwe are trying to implement, in Section 1. We arguethat a particular circuit can be viewed as a physicalrandom function and is resistant to various types of

attacks in Section 4. In Section 6 we describe exper-iments we have conducted using commodity FPGAsthat indicate that there is enough statistical variationfor authentication to be viable, and that authentica-tion can be carried out in a reliable manner usingcompensated measurements.11 De�nitionsDe�nition 1 A Physical Random Function (PUF)2is a function that maps challenges to responses, thatis embodied by a physical device, and that veri�es thefollowing properties:1. Easy to evaluate: The physical device is eas-ily capable of evaluating the function in a shortamount of time.2. Hard to predict: From a polynomial numberof plausible physical measurements (in particu-lar, determination of chosen challenge-responsepairs), an attacker who no longer has the device,and who can only use a polynomial amount ofresources (time, matter, etc...) can only extracta negligible amount of information about the re-sponse to a randomly chosen challenge.In the above de�nition, the terms short and poly-nomial are relative the size of the device, which isthe security parameter. In particular, short meanslinear or low degree polynomial. The term plausibleis relative to the current state of the art in measure-ment techniques and is likely to change as improvedmethods are devised.In previous literature [Rav01] PUFs were referredto as Physical One-Way Functions, and realized us-ing 3-dimensional micro-structures and coherent ra-diation. We believe this terminology to be confusingbecause PUFs do not match the standard meaning ofone-way functions [MvOV96].1A preliminary set of experiments for a simpler circuit arepresented in [GCvDD02b].2PUF actually stands for Physical Unclonable Function. Ithas the advantage of being easier to pronounce, and it avoidsconfusion with Pseudo-Random Functions.2



De�nition 2 A type of PUF is said to be Manufac-turer Resistant if it is technically impossible to pro-duce two identical PUFs of this type given only apolynomial amount of resources (time, money, sili-con, etc.).Manufacturer resistant PUFs are the most inter-esting form of PUF as they can be used to make un-clonable systems.We will describe how we can create silicon PUFsusing delay characterization in the next section. Wewill argue in subsequent sections that it is hard tocompletely characterize the timing/delay of siliconPUFs.2 Delay-Based AuthenticationOur approach and the reasoning behind it is summa-rized in the next three subsections.2.1 Statistical Delay VariationWhen a circuit is replicated across dies or acrosswafers, manufacturing variations cause appreciabledi�erences in circuit delays. Across a die, devicedelays vary due to mask variations { this is some-times called the system component of delay varia-tion. There are also random variations in dies acrossa wafer, and from wafer to wafer due to, for instance,process temperature and pressure variations, duringthe various manufacturing steps. The magnitude ofdelay variation due to this random component can be5% or more for metal wires, and is higher for devices(see chapter 12 of [CK02]). Delay variations of thesame wire or device in di�erent dies have been mod-eled using Gaussian distributions and other proba-bilistic distributions (e.g., [BN00], [Ber98]).We briey note here that in our experiments, thestandard deviation of path delays in our example cir-cuits across di�erent FPGAs was in the range of 400ppm.2.2 Environmental E�ectsOn-chip measurement of delays can be carried outwith very high accuracy, and therefore the signal-to-

noise ratio when delays of corresponding wires acrosstwo or more ICs are compared is quite high, providedenvironmental variation is low. To keep the signal-to-noise ratio high under signi�cant environmental vari-ations, we require compensated delay measurement(cf. Section 6). Using compensated delay measure-ment, under signi�cant temperature and power sup-ply variation3, we can keep the standard deviationof compensated delays to within 25 ppm, which issigni�cantly smaller than the standard deviation ofinter-chip variation.Circuit aging can also change delays, but its e�ectsare signi�cantly smaller than temperature and powersupply e�ects.2.3 Generating Challenge-ResponsePairsAs we mentioned in the introduction, manufactur-ing variations have been exploited to identify indi-vidual ICs. However, the identi�cation circuits usedthus far generate a static digital response (which isdi�erent for each IC). We propose the generation ofmany challenge-response pairs for each IC, where thechallenge can be a digital (or possibly analog) inputstimulus, and the response depends on the transientbehavior of the IC, and can be a precise delay mea-sure, a delay ratio, or a digital response based onmeasured delay or ratios.The transient behavior of the IC depends on thenetwork of logic devices as well as the delays of the de-vices and interconnecting wires. Assuming the IC iscombinational logic, an input pair hv1; v2i producesa transient response at the outputs. Each input pairstimulates a potentially di�erent set of paths in theIC. If we think of each input pair as being a chal-lenge, the transient response of the IC will typicallybe di�erent for each challenge.The number of potential challenges grows with thesize and number of inputs to the IC. Therefore, whiletwo ICs may have a high probability of having thesame response to a particular challenge, if we applymany challenges, then we can distinguish between the3Temperature and power supply voltage have a signi�canta�ect on the absolute values of circuit delays [WE85].3



two ICs. More precisely, if the standard deviation ofthe measurement error is �, and the standard devi-ation of inter-FPGA variation is �, then for Gaus-sian distributions, the number of bits that can be ex-tracted for one challenge is up to (though this limitis di�cult to reach in practice):12 log2(1 + �=�)By using multiple independent challenges, we can ex-tract a huge number of identi�cation bits from an IC.Actually producing a large number of bits is di�cultto do in practice with multiple challenges because theresponses to challenges are not independent. How-ever, it is much easier to extract the information fromthe measurements if we are willing to get less thanthe maximum number of bits, and in the case where� << �.Upon every successful authentication of a given IC,a set of challenge-response pairs is potentially re-vealed to an adversary. This means that the samechallenge-response pair cannot be used again. Ifthe adversary can learn the entire set of challenge-response pairs, he can create a model of a counter-feit IC. To implement this method, a database ofchallenge-response pairs has to be maintained by theentity that wishes to identify the IC. This databaseneed only cover a small subset of all the possiblechallenge-response pairs. However, it has to be keptsecret as the security of the system only relies onthe attacker not being able to predict which chal-lenges will be made. If the database ever runs outof challenge-response pairs, it may be necessary to\recharge" it, by turning in the IC to the authoritythat performs the authentication.3 Applications3.1 Secure KeycardThe simplest application for PUFs is to make tamper-resistant, unforgeable key cards. This applicationwas �rst described in [Rav01]. We will argue in Sec-tion 4 that silicon PUFs are di�cult to forge and, asa result, these key cards are di�cult to clone. The

cards can also be combined with biometrics to helpidentify users.These cards can be used for authenticated identi-�cation, in which someone or something with phys-ical access to the card can use it to gain access toa protected resource. The general model is that ofa principal with the key card presenting it to a ter-minal at a locked door. The terminal can connectvia a private, authentic channel to a remote, trustedserver. The server has already established a privatelist of Challenge-Response Pairs (CRPs) with thecard. When the principal presents the card to the ter-minal, the terminal contacts the server using the se-cure channel, and the server replies with the challengeof a randomly chosen CRP in its list. The terminalforwards the challenge to the card, which determinesthe response. The response is sent to the terminaland forwarded to the server via the secure channel.The server checks that the response matches what itexpected, and, if it does, sends an acknowledgment tothe terminal. The terminal then unlocks the door, al-lowing the user to access the protected resource. Theserver should only use each challenge once, to preventreplay attacks; thus, the user is required to securelyrenew the list of CRPs on the server periodically.3.2 Controlled PUFsAs we have implemented them in this paper, card-PUFs can be used for authenticated identi�cation,as described above. However, unlike the PUFs from[Rav01], silicon PUFs can be accompanied on thesame chip with control logic that restricts access tothe PUF. In this case we have a Controlled PUF. Byusing the methods described in [GCvDD02a] a con-trolled PUF can be used to establish a shared secretbetween a remote party and a trusted chip. Becauseof the way the secret is embedded in the PUF, itis much harder for an adversary to impersonate thetrusted chip than it would be if the chip had a secretstored on itself in digital form. This improved resis-tance to physical attacks is the principal advantageof using a PUF.The applications of Controlled PUFs are all the ap-plications that can bene�t from having a shared se-cret between a chip and a remote party. Digital rights4



management, set-top boxes and distributed computa-tion are examples of such applications. More detailscan be found in [GCvDD02a].4 AttacksThere are many possible attacks on silicon PUFs {we describe some of them in this section.4.1 DuplicationTo break the authentication methodology, the adver-sary can fabricate a \counterfeit" IC containing thePUF that produces exactly the same responses as theoriginal IC/PUF for all challenges. A special case ofthis attack occurs when an IC manufacturer attemptsto produce two identical ICs from scratch.Given the statistical variation inherent in any man-ufacturing process, we argue that it is infeasible toproduce an IC precisely enough to determine thePUF that it embodies. When producing two ICs inidentical conditions (same production line, same po-sition on wafer, etc.) the manufacturing variationsare su�cient to make the two resulting PUFs signif-icantly di�erent. The probability that the two ICswill have identical PUFs is very low, implying thatthe adversary will have to fabricate a huge number ofICs, and make comprehensive measurements on eachone, in order to create and discover a match. This isa very expensive proposition, both economically andcomputationally speaking.We would like to draw the reader's attention to thefact that the process variations that we are buildingour security on cannot be easily eliminated by themanufacturer. These variations limit the manufac-turer's ability to reduce IC feature size, and mustalso be taken into account when studying a circuit'stiming constraints. Any reduction in process vari-ation would directly lead to improved performance,so this is an active area of research. As an illustra-tion, chapter 14 of [CK02] studies the impact of pro-cess variations on circuit design, and shows that asprocesses improve, relative variations increase ratherthan decrease.

It is because a silicon PUF is based on uncontrol-lable process variations, that we claim that siliconPUFs are manufacturer resistant (see section 1), atleast in the case of ICs that are made in state of theart processes.4.2 Timing-Accurate ModelAlternately, the adversary can attempt to create atiming-accurate model of the original PUF and sim-ulate the model to respond to challenges, in e�ectcreating a \virtual counterfeit." The accuracy of thismodel has to be comparable to the accuracy of re-liable (on-chip) circuit delay measurement in orderto produce a successful virtual counterfeit. Here,the adversary has three options, direct measurement,exhaustive enumeration of challenges, and model-building using observed responses based on a subset,i.e., a polynomial number of challenges.4.2.1 Direct MeasurementThe adversary can attempt to directly measure devicedelays of the circuit by probing or monitoring internaldevices. He can then use these measured delays in amore or less sophisticated timing model.In order to do this at the level of accuracy requiredto break authentication, he will have to remove thepackage and insert probes. Indeed, non-invasive at-tacks such as DPA [KJJ99] and EMA [QS01] extractinformation about collections of devices, not indi-vidual devices. Probing with su�cient precision islikely to be very di�cult because the adversary runsthe risk of changing the circuit delays while prob-ing. Interactions between the probe and the circuitwill directly inuence the circuit. Moreover, in orderto insert his probes, the adversary will potentiallyhave to damage overlaid wires. Because of the highcapacitive coupling between neighboring wires (see[DP97] for the importance of capacitive coupling be-tween wires), damage to these overlaid wires couldsigni�cantly change the delay that is to be measured.How best to lay out the PUF circuit to make ithighly sensitive to invasive attacks is a promising di-rection for further research.5



4.2.2 Exhaustive ModelClearly, a model can be built by exhaustively enumer-ating all possible challenges, but this is intractable,since there are an exponential number of possiblechallenges.4.2.3 Model Building Using Challenge Sub-setThe adversary can use a publicly available mask de-scription of the IC/PUF and apply challenges andmonitor responses and attempt to build a timing-accurate model.We �rst note that creating accurate timing modelsgiven mask information is an intensive area of re-search. Even the most detailed circuit models havea resolution that is signi�cantly coarser than the res-olution of reliable delay measurement. If an adver-sary is able to �nd a general method to determinepolynomial-sized timing models that are accurate towithin measurement errors, this would represent abreakthrough. However, the adversary has a slightlydi�erent problem { he needs to build a highly accu-rate model of a particular IC, to which he has access,and to which he can apply challenges and monitorresponses.The transient response of an IC is a non-linear andnon-monotonic function of the delays of wires and de-vices in the IC. The adversary has to guess a generalenough parameterizable model (e.g., delay of a deviceis dependent on load capacitance and transitions ofneighboring devices), and obtain enough responses towell-chosen challenges such that he obtains a systemof equations that can be inverted to obtain the pa-rameters of his model.We will discuss the barriers confronting the adver-sary in Section 5 for our chosen candidate PUF.5 A Candidate PUF and Anal-ysis of Model BuildingFinding a delay circuit that produces a satisfactoryPUF that is provably hard to break is di�cult be-cause of the numerous di�erent types of attacks that

are possible. It is unclear how classical hard problemssuch as factorization or discrete logarithm could beembedded in the analog behavior of a physical sys-tem. Therefore, we have to �nd our sources of hard-ness in other problems. This section shows our cur-rent best candidate PUF. Even if this circuit turnsout to have vulnerabilities, it will certainly be possi-ble to get around them. As our experience workingwith PUF circuits increases we expect to see theirstrength increase.In order to analyze this candidate, we will assumean additive delay model. By this we mean that thedelay of a path through the circuit is the sum of manyindividual wire and component delays. While this is agood approximation, it probably does not hold downto the precision of our measurements, so an adver-sary who is trying to build a model of the circuitwould in fact have to break a system that is evenmore complex than the one presented here. In factwe believe that the sheer complexity of determiningcircuit delays precisely enough might even be su�-cient to prevent modeling attacks on PUFs. Paperssuch as [LNPS00] show just how di�cult precise delaysimulation can be.
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4i+3Figure 3: switch with bi = 0ure 1. A challenge of n = 128 bits is transformed bya one-way function into a bit pattern b = (b1; : : : ; bn).The bits bi control switches. If bi = 1, the switch iscrossed (Figure 2); if bi = 0, the switch is uncrossed(Figure 3). The input of the circuit is a wave witha single transition from 0 to 1. Initially, it is copiedand the two waves are passed through the switchesuntil they arrive at the AND gate. Depending onthe delays from switch to switch one of the two wavefronts arrives �rst at the AND gate. The AND gate�lters this wave front, only the second wave front isforwarded. The wave fronts follow complementarypaths, the wave front following the path with themaximum delay is the output of the circuit. Thetotal delay of a path is a sum of link delays and is de-termined in a linear way by the bits bi. The responseof the loop is in one to one correspondence with themaximum value of the two path delays.The path maximizing the delay is called the max-

imizing path of b. The maximizing delay can bederived from the response and is denoted by m(b).Let d1; : : : ; d4n be the di�erent link delays of thecircuit. We represent the two paths by sets P1(b)and P2(b) such that their corresponding delays arethe sums Pi2P1(b) di and Pi2P2(b) di respectively.So either equation m(b) = Pi2P1(b) di or equationm(b) = Pi2P2(b) di holds. To the advantage of theadversary we assume no measurement noise and weassume that all link delays are constant and do notdepend on the environment.An adversary may input challenges of his choiceand measure the corresponding responses. To arguehis di�culty of building a model containing precisevalues for all the link delays di we show that1. he has di�culty computing a linear set of equa-tions solving all the link delays, and that2. his resulting problem resembles the problem ofsparsi�cation of matrices for which the bestknown algorithm is exponential.A challenge leads to 2 linear equations of whichone is correct. Hence, two di�erent challenges leadto 4 sets of 2 linear equations each, etc. In generalk challenges lead to 2k sets of k linear equations ofwhich one set is the correct one. As each set of linearequations has 4n unknown delays, the adversary canuse 4n challenges to do an exhaustive search amongthe 24n sets of linear equations to determine the cor-rect set with which he can solve the link delays di andbuild a model. The 24n sets represent an exponen-tial amount of work for the adversary using poly(n)challenges.Without the one-way function an adversary canchoose the bit pattern b without any restrictionsand obtain the value m(b). Let two patterns band b̂ di�er in two neighboring positions, for ex-ample b = (b1; : : : ; bi; 0; 0; bi+3; : : : ; bn) and b̂ =(b1; : : : ; bi; 1; 1; bi+3; : : : ; bn). Then, the maximizingpaths of b and b̂ are most likely the same paths,only deviating in the (i+1)th and (i+2)th switch; inother words, if the top path of b is the maximizingpath of b, say, then the top path of b̂ is very likely tobe the maximizing path of b̂. With this information,7



A = 0BBBBBBBB@ b0;1 b1;1 b̂0;1 b̂1;1 : : : ~b0;1 ~b1;1b0;2 b1;2 b̂0;2 b̂1;2 : : : ~b0;2 ~b1;2b0;3 b1;3 b̂0;3 b̂1;3 : : : ~b0;3 ~b1;3... ... ... ... . . . ... ...b0;4n b1;4n b̂0;4n b̂1;4n : : : ~b0;4n ~b1;4nm(b) m(b) m(b̂) m(b̂) : : : m(~b) m(~b) 1CCCCCCCCAFigure 4: Matrix Athe adversary can halve the number of possible setsof equations, limiting his search space.We can avoid this problem by using a one-way func-tion as shown in Figure 1. However, accidentally twochallenges may di�er in a small number of coordi-nates after applying the one-way function. It can beshown that this probability is exponentially small inn.4Fabrication process variations may lead to anasymmetric circuit in which one link delay is muchlarger than all the others. If this link delay is presentin a path then this path will be the maximizing pathand a linear equation is obtained. Such circuits canbe easily modeled by an adversary. Our premise isthat such large fabrication process variations occurwith negligible probability. Further, if necessary, wecan simply check to see if this is the case for eachfabricated circuit and discard circuits with large vari-ations because they can potentially be modeled.The theoretical problem which the adversary needsto solve is a smart exhaustive search among all thepossible sets of linear equations. Let us reformu-late this problem. We represent the paths Pj(b) bycolumns of 1's and 0's. The ith coordinate is equalto 1 if and only if i is an element of the set Pj(b). Inthis way we build a matrix with 4n rows, correspond-ing to the 4 delays for each switch, and 2c columnscorresponding to 2 equations for each of c challenges.We add one extra row with the values m(b). Let Abe the resulting matrix. Figure 4 illustrates matrixA: bj;i is the coordinate in the ith position of the4An error correcting code can be used to guarantee a largeHamming distance between patterns b.

column corresponding to Pj(b).Let T be a vector which left multiplies matrix Aand which consists of variables representing the 4nlink delays and an additional entry �1. If T consistedof the actual link delays, then, if it is left multipliedwith A, it creates a vector in which there is a zero inat least one of every two elements.(d1; d2; d3; : : : ; d4n;�1) �A = (�; 0; 0; �; 0;�; : : :; �; 0)illustrates the Gaussian elimination for obtainingzero entries in the last row of A. Thus, the goal ofthe adversary is to determine an instance of T whichsparsi�es the last row of A, that is, generates as manyzero entries in the last row of A. The probabilitythat this vector is not unique is exponentially smallin (c� n).To sparsify matrix A an adversary may make useof side information about1. the location of the zero entries5, and2. the constraints given by the max operation6.The circuit design leads to some structure in the ma-trices A as well. However, since the patterns b areselected by means of a random process (due to theone-way function) the matrices A have in this sensea random structure.In general, without the side information, the bestknown algorithm for sparsifying any matrix has5Each pattern b gives rise to a zero entry in the last row ofone of its corresponding columns.6Both inequalities m(b) � Pi2P1(b) di and m(b) �Pi2P2(b) di hold.8



a complexity exponential in the number of rows[EM98]. Taking the side information about the loca-tion of the zero entries into account, the complexityof the best known algorithm is still exponential inthe number of rows. The adversary may be able touse the constraints, but there is no obvious way tosigni�cantly reduce the complexity by exploiting theconstraints.6 ExperimentsIn order to prove that identi�cation is possible usingdelay variations between Integrated Circuits, we haveimplemented a PUF on Xilinx Spartan 2 FPGAs.7 Inthese tests, identical circuits were placed on di�erentFPGAs, and the resulting PUFs were compared. Ourgoal in this section is to show that the identi�cationis possible given the measurement noise levels andmanufacturing variations that we have observed.6.1 Circuit DetailsBecause we do not have full control over the circuitsthat are implemented in an FPGA, a few compro-mises have to be made relative to the theoretical de-sign.First, the unpredictability of the circuit describedin section 5 relies on having a circuit with a high levelof symmetry between paths. The general purposerouting infrastructure of an FPGA makes it di�cultto produce precisely matched paths. Therefore theFPGA circuits that we worked with do not have thedegree of symmetry that would be required for a PUFto be secure. However, since the asymmetry is thesame across all components, it does not make anychange to the di�culty in identifying components,which is what we will be discussing in this section.The second limitation of FPGAs, is that the lackof analog components makes it impractical to directlymeasure the delay of a path through the circuit withthe precision that we require. To get around thisproblem, we use self-oscillating loops containing thepath for which we want to measure the delay. Using7The exact components that were used were theXC2S200PQ208-5.

digital circuitry, we can precisely measure the fre-quency of the self oscillating loops over a few tens ofthousands of periods.Note, however, that the use of self oscillating loopsto measure delays is not ideal, and should not be usedfor a production design. First it drastically increasesthe time (and power) that is required to evaluate thePUF. Worse, it makes the frequency that is beingmeasured, which is the response of the PUF to a chal-lenge, vulnerable to di�erential power analysis. Thisis not very problematic for a key card application,but can be fatal in the case of Controlled PUFs (see[GCvDD02a]).
Delay CircuitFigure 5: A self-oscillating circuit is built around thedelay circuit. Measuring the frequency of the self-oscillating loop is equivalent to measuring the delayof a path through the delay circuit.Figure 5 shows how a self oscillating loop is builtaround the delay circuit. Since this self-oscillatingloop has to be used both for rising and falling tran-sitions, the and gate that combines the two paths ofthe delay circuit of Figure 1 has been replaced bya more complicated circuit that switches when theslowest transition, be it rising or falling, reaches it.The circuit is essentially a ip-op that changes statewhen both outputs from the delay circuit are at thesame level.The dotted box indicates a delicate part of the cir-9



cuit that cannot be implemented exactly as shownwithout running the risk of producing glitching in theoutput. In the FPGA it is implemented by a lookuptable. In an implementation with simple logic, itshould be implemented in normal disjunctive form.The representation that was made here was simplychosen for ease of understanding.6.2 Robustness to EnvironmentalVariationSo far, all our discussion has considered that path de-lays in a circuit are constant for a given component.In reality, this is far from the case. Environmen-tal perturbations can account for variations that arelarge enough to mask out the small manufacturingvariations that we are trying to measure. Therefore,they must be taken into account.6.2.1 Temperature and Voltage Compensa-tionParameters such as temperature or supply voltagecan cause variations in delay that are orders of magni-tude greater than the manufacturing variations thatwe are trying to observe. For a 30 degree Celsiuschange in temperature, the delays vary on the orderof 5%. This is to be compared with inter-chip varia-tions that are well below 1% on this size of circuit.Fortunately, we have found that environmentalvariations operate roughly proportionally on all thedelays in our circuit, and therefore, they can be com-pensated for by always working with delay ratios in-stead of absolute delays. Therefore, we place twodi�erent self-oscillating loops on the FPGA. We runboth self-oscillating loops to get two frequencies, andtake a ratio of the two frequencies as the PUF's re-sponse.Once compensation has been applied, the variationwith temperature is of the same order of magnitudeas the measurement error.Up to now, we have assumed that temperature isuniform across the integrated circuit. If that is notthe case then temperature compensation is likely notto work well. With the circuit presented here, thepaths are heated in a uniform way by the transitions

that are running through them. With other circuitsin which transitions only reach some parts of the cir-cuit, we have observed non uniformheating which cancause unreliable measurement results. Therefore, werecommend the use of circuits that get heated in auniform way during use.6.2.2 AgingThrough prolonged use, the delays of an integratedcircuit are known to shift. We have not yet studiedthe e�ect that aging might have on a PUF. In par-ticular, if the changes due to aging are big enough,we might not be able to recognize a PUF after it hasundergone much use. Studying these aging e�ects isan important aspect that must be covered by futurework.6.3 Identi�cation AbilitiesTo test our ability to distinguish between FPGAs,we generated a number of pro�les for many di�erentFPGAs in di�erent conditions. A pro�le is made upof 128 challenge-response pairs. All the pro�les wereestablished using the same challenges.Two pro�les can be compared in the following way:For each challenge look at the di�erence between theresponses. You can then look at the distributionof these di�erences. If most of them are near zero,then the pro�les are close. If they are far from zerothen the pro�les are distant. During our experiments,the distribution of di�erences was typically Gaussian,which allows us to characterize the di�erence betweentwo pro�les by a standard deviation.Figure 6 shows the di�erences between the pro�lefor an FPGA called Abe on Blaise's test board atroom temperature, and a number of other pro�les (�is the standard deviation):� Another pro�le of Abe on Blaise's test board atroom temperature (� � 1 � 10�5). (This reectspower supply variations with time at a reader.)� A pro�le of Abe on Tara's test board at roomtemperature (� � 2:5 � 10�5). (This reectspower supply variations across card readers.)10
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� Pro�les of Abe on Blaise's test board at 10, 20and 30 degrees Celsius above room temperature(� � 5 � 10�5 to 1:5 � 10�4).� Pro�les of FPGAs Hal and Walt on Blaise's testboard at room temperature (� � 4 � 10�4).The above standard deviations were typical acrossdi�erent FPGAs and comparisons of di�erent pairsof FPGAs.Clearly, it is possible to tell FPGAs apart. Thoughour ability to tell them apart depends on how muchenvironmental variation we need to be robust to.Even with 30 degree Celsius variations, each chal-lenge is capable of providing 0.7 bits of informationabout the identity of the FPGA. This goes up to 1.5bits if only 10 degree Celsius variations are allowed.If we want to distinguish between 1 billion di�er-ent components we need a su�cient number of bitsto identify 1018 � 260 components (this is becauseof the birthday phenomenon). Getting those 60 bitsof information requires from 40 to 90 challenges de-pending on the temperature variations that we arewilling to tolerate.The numbers that are given here are very depen-dent on the PUF circuit that is considered. In the cir-cuit that we studied in [GCvDD02b] we had a signalto noise ratio that was much better than we observedin the current circuit. We believe that by payingmore attention to how our circuit is laid out, we willbe able to build PUFs for which more bits can beextracted from each challenge.7 ConclusionWe have presented a technique for delay-based cir-cuit authentication and conducted preliminary ex-periments that show that it is viable. By using thismethod, it is possible to store secrets on a chip in away that is less vulnerable to invasive attacks thantraditional digital methods.More experiments are necessary to gauge the reli-ability of authentication under environmental varia-tions, including circuit aging.We argued that delay-based authentication is notsusceptible to conventional attacks that attempt to
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